PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP ExNoRa

“COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE”
OFFICIAL NAME

EXPLANATION

The NAME that communicates the PURPOSE. Makes it “SEARCH EASY”. Its USE is a MUST.

Used additionally. CATCHY & CRISPY. FOCUSES on the ACTION PART.

The line that you always REMEMBER, serving also as a SLOGAN.
“COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE”

The GOAL is 100% POSSIBLE. VIEW the whole content, get acquainted & IMPLEMENT. QUITE EASY to PUT into PRACTICE.

DO SHARE WITH OTHERS FOR THEIR WELLBEING!
OFFICIAL NAME of the SATELLITE ORGANISATION or ACTIVITY
(with the NICK-NAME just beneath followed by TAGLINE)

GPian
PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP ExNoRa

“COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE ”

PRACTICE GPian
The **OFFICIAL NAME** of the organisation below & the **NICKNAME** will come above the **OFFICIAL NAME**. Below the **NICK NAME & OFFICIAL**, the **TAGLINE / SLOGAN** will find its place.

---

**GPian**

**PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP ExNoRa**

“**COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE**”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTION 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>SU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTION 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>SA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTION 3</strong></td>
<td><strong>SA</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OFFICIAL NAME OF THE SATELLITE ORGANISATION or ACTIVITY with nick name below**

**TAGLINE:** “COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE”
PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP ExNoRa

“COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT for COMPETENCE”

is VERY MUCH PART of

JEEVAN SHAstra, LIFE SCIENCE,
(जीवन विज्ञान) for
LIVING as HUMAN BEING
&
MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE
(मनुष्य विज्ञान) for BEING HUMAN BEING
ExNoRa Innovators Club facilitates, as a SERVICE, TRAINING each & every HUMAN in the Art & Science of INNOVENTIONS (Innovation + Invention) for his OWN and SOCIETAL WELL-BEING

**ExNoRa Innovators Club**

SINGLE WINDOW & WONDER WINDOW to solve from PERSONAL to SOCIETAL PROBLEMS

ExNoRa INNOVATORS CLUB for 100% Civil Society Empowerment

PART OF
MANUSHYA SHASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE
for BEING HUMAN BEING
for realising
JEEVAN SHASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE
for LIVING as HUMAN BEING

JOIN / START YOUR RESIDENTIAL AREA / INSTITUTIONAL (Office/ School/ College) ExNoRa Innovators Club today and harvest success
Learn through your ExNoRa Innovators Club to innovate for the wellbeing of Self, Family, Society, Business, Nation & the Planet.
**ExNoRa INNOVATORS INTERNATIONAL - since 1988**

“IDEA-MEN of the WORLD, UNITE”

is the largest organisation in India for **INNOVATIONS** for self-improvement and societal development & one of the fastest growing in the world, founded in India & operates through its LOCATION / INSTITUTION based chapters,

**ExNoRa INNOVATORS CLUB**

---

**ExNoRa stands for**

**Excellent Novel Radical**

ExNoRans ensure these three qualities in their Thoughts / Words /Action & Innovate

---

**ExNoRa is the ONLY Club**

which trains and makes its members

INNOVATORS PAR EXCELLENCE

---

One who wants to serve by INNOVATIONS joins **ExNoRa Innovators Club.**

He or she uses the prefix **Exn** as short form of **ExNoRa**

e.g. Exn Ram, Exn. Robert, Exn Rahim before his / her name

and is always addressed by others as an **ExNoRa INNOVATOR**

---

**ExNoRa : What the 3 colors Green, Blue & Red signify?**

The **GREEN** represents ENVIRONMENT,

The **BLUE** represents PEACE &

The **RED** represents SACRIFICE

We need Clean & Green ENVIRONMENT & PEACE in our society & within ourselves & we can get both by only SACRIFICE

---

All these easily realised through **INNOVATIONS**
The world will 100% start moving fast towards ZERO in the following areas. Join / Start YOUR “ExNoRa INNOVATORS CLUB”

- Zero Pollutions & Wastes
- Zero Corruption
- Zero Communalism
- Zero Crimes & Murders
- Zero Dishonesty
- Zero Hate
- Zero Food & Water Shortage
- Zero Violence & Extremism
- Zero Greed
- Zero Inhumanness
- Zero Wars
- Zero Alcoholism
- Zero Accidents
- Zero Inequality
- Zero Gender Bias
- Zero Bonded & Child Labour
Make yours is a licensed Satellite Organisation (Satellite ExNoRa) of ExNoRa Innovators International the Parent Organisation.
Remember to get ExNoRa License for your Satellite Organisation
There is a 5 LETTER WORD which is a solution to any PROBLEM.

CLUE: It has parental touch

What is its name?
The wonder leadership technique of JEEVAN SHASTRA and MANUSHYA SHASTRA for CITIZENS’ EMPOWERMENT. Here is a sample of nearly hundred given in over 200 PPTs & documents. Like Ali Baba you don’t need to chant "Sésame, ouvre-toi" 'sesame, open!'. But say that you are a GPian. Any door will open

“GPian” is the 5 letter magical leadership word

part of SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING

JEEVAN SHASTRA LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING

MANUSHYA SHASTRA, HUMAN for realising
INNOVATORS INTERNATIONAL

proudly presents

JEEVAN SHAASTRA & MANUSHYA SHAASTRA
 Organisation

GPian
PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP ExNoRa

part of
MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE
for BEING HUMAN BEING
for realising
JEEVAN SHAstra LIFE SCIENCE
for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
PEER PRESSURE

APPLY PEER PRESSURE on those who are RESPONSIBLE but don’t COOPERATE

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
The Earth Future hangs in the balance.
The Planet is in PERIL
We are sitting on a time bomb which is ticking away.
Our only focus should be to save the PLANET our only HOME.
Therefore we provide 75 PEACE-EMBRACE social change instruments under the broad heads Maa & Paa

MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE
for BEING HUMAN BEING
for realising
JEEVAN SHAstra, LIFE SCIENCE
for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
There are problems several hundreds threatening our mental peace and even our very life.

We need to address them.

Most of us don’t know what to do when we are confronted with problems.

We need leadership models.

It is readily available in your home in the form of your MOTHER (Maa) & FATHER (Paa)

MANUSHYA SHAASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE
for BEING HUMAN BEING for realising

JEEVAN SHAASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE
for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
Be a Maa or Paa and quickly switchover in between the two qualities as per the NEED

MOTHER (Maa)
LOVE with KINDNESS

FATHER (Paa)
LOVE with FIRMNESS

Emulate these two qualities and use it with others according to the situation
Use the qualities of your mother & father in your different walks of LIFE & realise success & only success

Maa change others by motherly LOVE

Paa rectify others by fatherly firmness

MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING for realising JEEVAN SHAstra LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
Here is a sample of an excellent “PEACE-EMBRACE” ACTION, a COMBINATION of the basic qualities of both a MOTHER & a FATHER (Gandhi & Patel) VASTRAS & ASTRA respectively part of MANUSHYA SHASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING for realising JEEVAN SHASTRA LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
1. **GP**: G stands for Gandhi & P stands for Patel

2. Like Rotarian Australian, Canadian, etc.

3. **GPian** represents Gandhi & Patel, hence their picture

4. **GPian** is a satellite organisation of ExNoRa hence its name.
NAME DISPLAY The name of the organisation will appear as you see here.

MANUSHYA SHAstra, Human Science
for BEING Human BEING
for realising
Jeevan Shastra, Life Science
for Living as Human BEING
Do you want to be an INSTRUMENT of SOCIAL CHANGE?
a polite expression of praise or admiration.

a thing that contributes extra features to something else in such a way as to improve
When you BOTH

You are LOVED even by our worst ENEMEY
The Incredible LEADERSHIP Characteristic

JEEVAN SHAstra & MANUSHYA SHAstra
Become a JEEVAN SHAASTRA & MANUSHYA SHAASTRA

GPIan will produce wonder results
Here is the MAGIC WAND & PASSWORD to get what you are legally, morally & legitimately entitled to

Easily & Quickly
Here is the Gift from JEEVAN SHAASTRA to the people. A MANTRA to achieve the requirements of your members & residents easily. The name of the GIFT: GPian
“G” for Gandhi, the Father of the NATION, India got FREEDOM for the Country from the British. He was Kind to others & Firm to himself in doing sathyagraha, fasting & going to JAIL.

“P” for Patel, the Iron Man of India united about 395 kingdoms & SAMASTHANAS Toughness like Steel & Stiffness / Hardiness all for a NOBLE CAUSE.

You! Citizen of India Transforming the Society Kindness + Toughness = GPian
The models for Maa & Paa, Mahatma Gandhi, Patel respectively. (Though Gandhi is called the FATHER of the NATION, he was motherly)
Add to your NAME, GPian as a member of your GPian CHAPTER as a suffix like a university DEGREE & see the response. No gate will remain SHUT.

MANUSHYA SHASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING
for realising
JEEVAN SHASTRA LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
But you can be both.

If you don’t get justice, transform yourself from being Soft & Polite to being POLITELY-FIRM & Tough like a STONE with a purpose

A solution to all problems
Be a SITUATIONAL LEADER

If you have to be successful in life, be both Gandhi and Patel according to the situation. Be soft like cotton and strong like iron according to circumstances. You will be stunned with your success.

You can be both Gandhi & Patel on the same day with the same person.
You can excel more than Gandhi & Patel. How?

But the paradox was that Gandhi was never Patel and Patel was never Gandhi. You can emulate both & reach top. Add GPian (Rotarian) like before or after your name like GPian Mohan or Mohan GPian. The letters G & P in caps and ian in small letters in your Business Card.

People will understand and respect YOU more than what they will normally do.
If Gandhi compares with the characteristics of a MOM (Maa), Patel compares with the characteristics of POP (Paa).

It is great coincidence that their names are also Maa & Paa respectively i.e. Mahatma & Patel.
GPian © is a leadership characteristic, a combination of Gandhi and Patel.

Though any individual can be permitted to use GPian as a suffix to their name, it is not allowed keeping in mind of the possible misuse.

Yes GPian is an organisation. Chapters of GPian can be started in towns & villages. It is found to be quite effective & powerful and as the BEST.

MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING for realising JEEVAN SHAstra, LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
That is not ALL. **GPian** can be used as a suffix to one’s name, just like a qualification. People will enquire what it is. They can be explained. It will help in two ways:

1. To get the things you are legitimately entitled to
2. Help spreading the message, **GPian**

**GPian** as an organisation can be made use by all **JEEVAN Shastra & ExNoRa** Organisations & even non-**ExNoRa** Service Organisations with prior permission. The results will be amazing. Legitimate needs will be met quite fast.

Apply for using **GPian** to Exn Dr M B Nirmal, 7th Sense Master, Author- **JEEVAN SHAASTRA & MANUSHYA SHAASTRA** Founder- **ExNoRa & GPian**, exnora@gmail.com

**MANUSHYA SHAASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE**

for **BEING HUMAN BEING**

for realising **JEEVAN SHAASTRA LIFE SCIENCE**
Life is a wonder, not for allowing **HATE** to creep in our **MIND**. **VIOLENCE** is totally **WRONG** and is quite **INHUMAN**. We have the world best peaceful and powerful method to get what we legitimately want. **FIGHT** means not burning buses and killing people. Be always a **Gandhi**. If you don’t realise success, become a **Patel**. These are the two boundaries within which you should move and act. For that now become a **GPian**

**INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT**

**Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master**
GPian chapter can have a small team of office-bearers called **Service Bearers** President, Secretary, Treasurer & five Directors

**SERVICE BEARERS DIRECTORS**

The roles for Directors. It is good that there are as many as possible. We recommend a minimum of 5 Directors

1. Membership
2. Events & Demonstrations
3. Research & Training
4. Publicity & Liaison
5. E SEVA with E SEVAKS (**IT DEVOTEES** to use **IT OPPORTUNITY**)

It is recommended that chapters can be started a minimum of one per city / town / village
GPian is part of JEEVAN Shastra & an ASSOCIATE of ExNoRa INNOVATORS INTERNATIONAL

Therefore there is a duty to MOTHER EARTH by members of ExNoRa & its ASSOCIATES including GPian

The SACRED DUTY is actually practice of the three Earth Saving Mantra in letter and spirit

Think Globally, Act Locally & Do Domestically

MANUSHYA SHASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE for realising JEEVAN SHASTRA LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
ExNoRa Innovators International (since 1989) is the largest Environmental Service Movement of India & one of the fastest growing in the world, started on 8th April 1989 in Chennai.

ExNoRa stands for Excellent Novel & Radical

ExNoRans ensure that their Thoughts, Words & Action have these three qualities

ExNoRa is an organisation for IDEAS. Like how we build a house brick by brick we build our Society and our Nation, idea by idea.

An ExNoRa member is called as ExNoRan who uses the prefix Exn.

ExNoRa's OBJECTIVE is “PRESERVE the PLANET by realizing WORLDISM by UNITING & USING HUMAN RESOURCES instead of depleting NATURAL RESOURCES on a GLOBAL SCALE”

ExNoRa : What the 3 colors Green, Blue & Red signify?

The GREEN represents ENVIRONMENT,

The BLUE represents PEACE &

The RED represents SACRIFICE

We need Clean & a Green ENVIRONMENT, absolute PEACE in our society & within ourselves. we can get both only by SACRIFICE

www.voluntarysacrifice.org
What the three sacred mantras really mean?

Think Globally, whatever you do, think how it would impact the planet, our only HOME

Act Locally means you should implement the clean & green practices in your Residential Locality & Street

Do Domestically communicates that you should do them within the four walls of your premises like your HOME, Office, School & College

JEEVAN SHAASTRA  LIFE SCIENCE for  LIVING as HUMAN BEING
MANUSHYA SHAASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE for  BEING HUMAN BEING
PEER PRESSURE

APPLY PEER PRESSURE on those who are responsible but don’t cooperate.

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
Life is a wonder, not for allowing HATE to creep in and occupy our MIND. VIOLENCE is totally WRONG and is quite INHUMAN. We have the world best method to get what we legitimately want. FIGHT means not burning buses and killing people. Be always a Gandhi. If you don’t realise success, become a Patel. These are the two boundaries within which you should move & act. For that now become a

GPin (Gandhian + Patelian)
Say GOODBYE to all your PAINS.
Right now you are transformed as a GPian

Add GPian after your name like your degree which will explain your new personality with ExNoRa’s permission

Yes, from this moment you are a Gandhi and will pursue issues with KINDNESS and do sacrifices & when it doesn’t work, you are a Patel and will take up issues with FIRMNESS like steel with a never say die & never give up attitudes. And you are a GPian i.e. you will pursue with KINDNESS like GANDHI & when it doesn’t work, you will become TOUGH like PATEL. NO ONE CAN STOP YOU. Best wishes “GPian” Use it for only GOOD COMMON CAUSES
WHY the name VASTRA?

Gandhi never inflicted any harm to even those whom he should show his OPPOSITION.
He went on fasting, imposing a punishment on himself, instead of hurting the opponent.
He showered love even on his opponents. Giving VASTRA here means clothing someone who needs it.
In short showing LOVE to everyone.
You can use these with those who don’t cooperate including fellow-residents & elected representatives all coming under the head “Worship Relationship”

THERE ARE 60 TOTALLY
WHY the name VASTRA?

VASTRA means DRESS to cover and give you protection.

Qualities that made Gandhi a good leader included his charisma, deliberateness, patience and commitment to non-violence. Gandhi was critical of the injustice of the caste system, and he worked to eliminate the concept of the "untouchable" caste. He promoted non-violent measures, such as fasting, as a tool for civil disobedience to affect political change. Although Gandhi never used the phrase "human rights," he was a champion of Indian rights and social justice, and he inspired leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Nelson Mandela. Gandhi was considered to be such a great leader that he is frequently referred to as Mahatma, a word that means "great soul."

THERE ARE 60 TOTALLY
WHY THE NAME Astra?

Astra means weapon. Weapons here do not mean arsenal. It is non-violent weapon.

Patel was called an iron man. His Astras were control, decisiveness, determination, grit, hardness, inflexibility, insistence, persistence, resolve, steadfastness, stubbornness, and willpower.

There are 60 totally.

His fighting method was "fight smarter & not harder."
GPIans should make use of the innumerable “PEACE-EMBRACE” TOOLS provided by ExNoRa INNOVATORS INTERNATIONAL
Motherly Mahatma

Fatherly Patel

Maa
COMMUNITY PLEASURE
WORSHIP RELATIONSHIP.
Join Maa & conquer the world

Paa
COMMUNITY PRESSURE
Act Smarter & Not harder
Join Maa & conquer the world
WORSHIP RELATIONSHIP
Join Maa
& conquer the world Maa
“SACRIFICE SAGA”

Each “HUMANE-HUMAN TOOL”
GANDHIAN VASTRA
is available as PPT in the website & video in YOUTUBE,
e brochures, e books.

Maa, an Associate of ExNoRa Innovators Club.

COMMUNITY PLEASURE
“WORSHIP RELATIONSHIP”

TOOL POOL SELECT
ANY one, more or ALL
Gandhian Vastras
FIGHT SMARTER & NOT HARDER.

Join Paa
& conquer the world

Each PATELIAN ASTRA is available as PPT in the website & video in YOUTUBE, e brochures, e books. Paa, an Associate of ExNoRa Innovators Club.

COMMUNITY PRESSURE
“FIGHT SMARTER & NOT HARDER”
Join Maa & EMBRACE PEACE

ARMONY HORMONE-γ

COMMUNITY PLAN

**ASK**

Circle Encircle

**CARTOON BOON**

Comedy Remedy

Change the **WORD** & Change the **WORLD**

“WORDS WORTH”

**COLLABORATE & CELEBRATE**

**COMMUNICATE & CAPTIVATE**

**COMPLIMENT & COMPLEMENT**

**EVENT INVENT**

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
Join Maa & EMBRACE PEACE

 Gandhian” HARMONY HORMONE-y

 PLEASURE

FaceLOOK
ON-LAND COMMUNITY of all ONLINE COMMUNITIES of your area

FREE SPREE” offer your T 4. Time, Things, Talent & Terrace

ROUND TABLE MEETINGS

FRIEND ISLAND

FRIENDZ BANK

GESTURE CULTURE

HABIT GRAB IT

HUMOUROLOGY HUMANOLOGY

INNOVENT (Innovate + Invent)
Join Maa & EMBRACE PEACE

Gandhian” HARMONY HORMONE-γ

PLEASURE

IT OPPORTUNITY
(Learn & use)

LAUGHTER
FOSTER

LATENT
PATENT
POTENT
TALENT

MANAGEMENT
MANAGE MEN
MANAGE ME

MEET & GREET

MESSAGE
MASSAGE
the messages, “advantage the listener”

MINE
“HUMAN-MINE”
(Human Ocean)

ROLES for GOALS & GOALS FOR ROLES

SERVE & DESERVE

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Niral Basu 7th Sense Master
Join Maa & EMBRACE PEACE as “Gandhian” HARMONY HORMONE-γ COMMUNITY PLEASURE

TOOL POOL SELECT ANY one, more or ALL

Speak & Peak  Write Right  Touch & Touch
Volunteer Endear  Hearts Union  Humanity Divinity

JEEVAN SHAstra  LIFE SCIENCE for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
MANUSHYA
SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE for BEING HUMAN BEING
Join Maa & EMBRACE PEACE

Gandhian” HARMONY HORMONE-γ

PLEASURE

Signs Science

Shastra Mantra

“Simplicity Sensibility”

SMILE a MILE

SPEAK & PEAK

“Spread & Spearhead” @ NIL COST (or Zero Hero)

Voluntary Patronage

Voluntary Sacrifice

WE are ONE (Collectivism)

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
The Lead Organisation Maa “Mother Everywhere”

MOTHERLY MAHATMA

Maa, the FLAGSHIP ORGANISATION for “Worship Relationship”

PLEASE SEE Maa “Mother Everywhere”
Human Resource Excellence through Maa

100 concepts & organisations

There is no problem that can evade solution

Realise success through Worship Relationship & COMMUNITY PLEASURE

PLEASE SEE Worship Relationship & COMMUNITY PLEASURE
Fatherly Patel

Paa

Join Paa

“AFFIRM” to be FIRM as PATEL

“Fight Smarter, Not Harder” EACH PATELIAN ASTRA is available as PPT in the website & video in YOUTUBE, e brochures, e books. Paa an Associate of ExNoRa Innovators Club.

COMMUNITY PRESSURE

Fight Smarter Not Harder
Join Paa & AFFIRM” FIRM as “Patelian ” COMMUNITY PRESSURE

ABC
Anti Bribe Coalition
Against Bribe Coalition

EVALUATE:
EMBRACE or EJECT
The candidate

En Masse Mass-Deputation

5 PILLARS OF DEMOCRACY

5 VOLUNTARY PILLARS

HSO
Honesty Standard Organisation

“Local Vocal”
– YOUR NEWSPAPER / NEWSLETTER

NGO’s NGO
Join Paa & AFFIRM” FIRM as “Patelian ” COMMUNITY PRESSURE

FACE TO FACE MEETINGS

Parity Party (Par Party)

PTA Politician Training Academy

Voluntary Boycott

Synergy Energy Service Clubs

Synergy Coalition

VOTERS’ SENA

PSO Politician Standard Organisation

“Right 2 Rights - Right 2 Fight”

Synergy Coalition

Voluntary Boycott

Synergy Energy Service Clubs

Synergy Coalition

VOTERS’ SENA
Join Paa & FIRM as “Patelian”

COMMUNITY PRESSURE

PEOPLE GALE
People Power Force

FIRE IRE
Women Power Force

VAALIBAN
Youth Power Force

STUDENT PRUDENT
Student Power Force

WORKER WONDER
Workers Power Force

FARMER the CREATOR
Farmers Power Force

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
The Lead Organisation *Paa “Father Firmer”*

**Paa, the FLAGSHIP ORGANISATION for FATHER not Farther but FIRMER**

**FATHERLY PATEL**

**PLEASE SEE**

*Paa “Father Firmer”*
100 concepts & organisations

There is no problem that can evade solution

Realise success through “Fight Smarter & Not Harder & COMMUNITY PRESSURE

“Fight Smarter & Not Harder & COMMUNITY PRESSURE
COMMUNITY PRESSURE

Also provide them what ExNoRa calls as **PATELIAN ASTRAS**, if **GANDHIAN VASTRAS** do not deliver goods.

“Fight Smarter, Not Harder”

(FSNH)

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
COMMUNITY PRESSURE

“Fight Smarter, Not Harder” (FSNH) These have to be provided to all citizens including the slum-dwellers. Imagine a non-maintained drainage in the slum, a source of all problems, remaining unattended by the LOCAL BODY despite repeated appeals by the slum-dwellers. This problem will be instantly solved by use of any one of the twenty “Fight Smarter, Not Harder” (FSNH) ASTRAS by the affected themselves.

MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE
for BEING HUMAN BEING
for realising
JEEVAN SHAstra LIFE SCIENCE
for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
GPian & ASK

Act against those who don’t cooperate. e.g.

1. An empty plot owner allowing water stagnation without maintenance.

2. A unmanaged water-body by the local-body all leading to mosquito breeding, flooding & water scarcity

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master

MANUSHYA SHAstra, HUMAN SCIENCE
HUMAN BEING for realising

SCIENCE

for BEING

JEEVAN SHAstra.

SCIENCE

for LIVING as HUMAN BEING
Why “FIGHT SMARTER NOT HARDER”

e.g. GPian & ASK? There will be no need to resort any of the following and you will get what you want without disturbing peace and resorting to violence.

NO NEED at ALL FOR THE FOLLOWING

- SET-ASIDE SUICIDE
- SAY NO TO VIOLENCE
- SAY NO TO VIOLENCE
- SAY NO TO VIOLENCE
- HUNGER FOR JUSTICE
- AIR INDIA COMPANY
KNOW GANDHI & his leadership TRAITS

KNOW PATEL & his leadership TRAITS
Leadership Qualities of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel From Linkedin

Thanks to LinkedIn
Vallabhbhai Patel was born on 31st October 1875 at Nadia in Gujarat, popularly known as a “IRON MAN” of India. He was one of the most influential freedom fighter and social leader of India during Indian freedom movement.

He is always appreciated for accomplishing the integration of princely states of India. In India and across the world, he is known as Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, where Sardar stands for Chief in many languages of India.
Born and raised in the countryside of Gujarat, Vallabhbhai Patel was a self-educated, forceful and successful Gujarati lawyer, when he was inspired by the work and philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi.

Patel organized the peasants of Kheda and Bardoli in Gujarat in non-violent mass civil disobedience against the oppressive tax policies imposed by the British Raj - becoming the one of the most influential leader in Gujarat.
He rose to the national leadership of the Indian National Congress and at the forefront of rebellions and political events - organizing the party forelections in 1934 and 1937, and helping lead Indians into the ‘Quit India Movement’.

Patel was known amongst nationalists as "Gandhi'slieutenant," and he enjoyed considerable support and respect in the Congress for his decisive and straightforward leadership.
INTEGRATION OF INDIA BY SARDAR PATEL

- Becoming the first Home Minister and Deputy Prime Minister of India, Patel organized relief and rehabilitation efforts in the riot-struck Punjab and Delhi, and leading efforts to restore peace and security. Patel took charge of the task to forge a united India from a plethora of semi-independent princely states, colonial provinces and possessions.

- Patel employed an *iron fist in a velvet glove* diplomacy; frank political negotiations backed with the option (and the use) of military action to weld a nation that could emancipate its people without the prospect of divisions or civil conflict.
His leadership obtained the peaceful and swift integration of all 565 princely states into the Republic of India. Patel's initiatives spread democracy extensively across India, and re-organized the states to help transform India into a modern federal republic. His admirers call him the Iron Man of India.

Patel was the chairman of the committees responsible for minorities, tribal and excluded areas, fundamental rights and provincial constitutions.

He worked closely with Muslim leaders toned separate electorates and the more potent demand for reservation of seats for minorities.
He was also instrumental in the founding the Indian Administrative Service and the Indian Police Service, and for his defense of Indian civil servants from political attack, he is known as the "patron saint" of India's services.

When a delegation of Gujarati farmers came to him citing their inability to send their milk production to the markets without being fleeced by middlemen.

Patel exhorted them to organize the processing and sale of milk by themselves, and guided them to create the Kaira District Co-operative Milk Producers' Union Limited, which preceded the Amul milk products brand.
We have been always influenced by following leadership skill of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

**Tenacity** :- one the most inspiring strong point of Sardar Patel was his firmness to the goal decided to achieve. His tenacity was indeed incomparable

**Invincibility** :- After getting freedom, when whole world was thinking that India would be divided in thousands of parts, Sardar Patel was the person who proved them wrong and integrate India
Ability of strong and fast decision making skill:
Before freedom or after freedom Sardar Patel was always known for his decision-making.

Influence & team building: one of the most important characteristics of any leader is his influencing ability. Sardar Patel was full of this skill. For example, organized farmers of Kheda and Bardoli of Gujarat to hold mass non-violent civil disobedience first time in India. At that point farmers were not united and was determined to do violent movement against Britishers.
Conflict resolution: Sardar Patel was also having great conflict resolution skill. There are so many examples in his life for it, but the way he consolidated Indian Princely States that is really incomparable.

Flexibility according to situation: Sardar Patel’s most inspiring characteristic was adaptability with any kind of situation. When he was moving from one village to another to unite the India, he faced many hurdles, he went to jail many times.
Never ending Winning Spirit :- I have read a book about Sardar Patel’s life, written by Rajmohan Gandhi, I was motivated by his never ending spirit, dedication to work, loyalty to country, always adapting with group and maintaining balance in group (specially in context of Jawaharlal Nehru) there are so many incidents during his childhood about how he used to go school, his tolerance power etc. which really motivated us.
Thanks
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